
My Story

Last year, I inherited my high school’s debate club. Prior to my tenure as president, the

Debate Club represented traditional high school debate: competitive tournaments, lavish

trophies, and the elitist culture that defines most debate clubs. Immediately I recognised this as

a problem. I had joined the club because I was attracted to the philosophy behind the process of

debate. I was inspired by the worlds of enlightenment thinkers, founding fathers, and leaders

who stressed the need for civil discourse in functioning societies. Instead of finding a club that

similarly respected those values, I found a club designed around status and awards. When status

and awards are prioritized, not only does it leave most high schoolers uninterested in the

process of debate, it wildly misrepresents the true meaning of debate in a free society. Debate is

a process in which ideas are openly exchanged, allocated proper representation, and respectfully

challenged in order to better equip participants with a more complete understanding of the issue

and most effectively solve our problems, representing a core mechanism behind our nation.

Instead of representing the values espoused by John Stuart Mill and John Locke and embraced

by the Founding Fathers, debate clubs that operate to “win” encourage a different understanding

of debate. Their understanding is that debate is simply an organized argument with a goal of

undermining your opponent and emerging victorious. The prevalence of traditional high school

debate, dissociating the activity from intellectual discussion, severely obstructs students’

conception of the purpose of debate in our country. I wanted to change this pervasive

connotation and assign a more appealing meaning to “debate” to my club - one that more

accurately represents the true purpose of debate in a free society - a definition that suggests

openness, enlightenment, and productivity. Seeing massive deficiencies among the high school

student body in proper discourse skills, and a clear inability for the school to do it, we dedicated

our club to fostering balanced discourse. Little did I understand the massive, organized

suppression we would encounter while advancing this seemingly unalienable goal.



The function of this ideal club would be to create a peer-focused environment in which

students can productively engage with different perspectives of an issue and improve their

discourse skills. For example, after given control, I rewrote the platform of the club from “The

debate team fearlessly confronts the most controversial issues facing contemporary society and

develops nuanced arguments to outperform opponents” to “The goal of [the Debate Club] is to

engage more people in the important issues of our time, create real conversation, and prioritize

healthy debate”. Because of our new cause, we had to work to change our role in the school; we

needed the proper platform, recognition, and opportunities to reach students and encourage

participation. As high school students are not generally apt to voluntarily improve their

discourse skills or systematically challenge beliefs they may already hold, we needed the school’s

help. Thus began the endless saga that convinced me of the enormous need for a revamping of

the concept of “debate” in the context of American high schools.

Over the span of a year, we designed, troubleshooted, and tested countless ideas of

implementation of our cause into the school. We did everything we were supposed to do. We had

immense student interest, many faculty members, and simple, feasible plans to expand our

cause and reach the student body usually uninterested in debate. Relative to other clubs in the

school that had a similar structure, our implementation plans were anything but out of the

ordinary. Yet once these ideas reached the administrative level, they disappeared. Most

dismissals were justified by vague proclamations that fostering civil discourse was not “viable”

or needed at all. We were even told that it is not our responsibility to foster productive

discourse, that our club should be competing and participating in the traditional high school

debate ecosystem.

One of the most disturbing responses we got was the claim that our cause doesn’t have a

place in the school because the school already had a “Social Justice Club” that supposedly

already fills our claimed void. Immediately, I was shocked beyond words that the administration



would discount the idea of diversity of viewpoints and try to shepherd it into their “social

justice” initiative. My understanding of a Social Justice Club was that it was a group of

concerned students and teachers who seek to identify social injustices and advocate for their

eradication to achieve a more equitable and inclusive society. There is clearly a need for a Social

Justice Club in a school - it gives students the opportunity to effect change and advocate for a

cause in which they strongly believe in. But equating a club that operates on social justice with a

club that operates on balanced discourse is a dramatic misunderstanding of what both clubs

offer students. In order to best serve students’ interests, a discourse club must always be

divorced from a group advocating for particular interests. Of course there is room for discourse

in a Social Justice Club, but that club should never be tasked with the responsibility of providing

balanced representation of all viewpoints to the student body. Similarly, a balanced discourse

club should never shoulder the burden of advocating for change, in fact, oftentimes the only

progression that is made in debate is that the participants better understand the whole issue,

there is never a solution or change that can be agreed upon by all. Students need an outlet for

these things - when they want to advocate for social justice, they should do it in a Social Justice

group and when they want to understand all perspectives in an issue, they should do it in a

Discourse group. Once those things get blended together, those looking to advocate for Social

Justice may increasingly find their efforts to effect change to be met with unwelcome criticism of

their core ideas while those looking for balanced discourse may find their positions to be met

with harsh criticism for potentially running contrary to others’ conception of “Social Justice”.

You would not expect an economics class to be equated with a class that reads exclusively

Capital by Karl Marx or The Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith because economics is a bigger

subject that includes those works, among many. Schools that dangerously equate social justice

and balanced discourse are issuing a large disservice to the student body. Whether this was their

intention or not, in the end, the only afterschool activity available to students which seeks to

discuss issues is the Social Justice Club. This impares students’ potential to develop the



analytical and critical skills necessary to understand the world they are beginning to engage with

and shepards their understanding of complex issues into one narrow lens of “social justice”.

An educational institution actively limiting students’ options concerning civic issues in

an effort to perpetuate a certain idea and movement is simply antithetical to education in a free

country. I recognise the legitimacy of the Social Justice Club. It has every right to exist. But it

simply does not fill the void that needs to be filled; it doesn’t reach the students that need our

environment most. Moreover, the campaign to limit students’ options leaves much of the

student body unable to realize their full potential in developing their discourse skills, and

lacking the tools to understand the complexity of a given issue just so the school can retain

supremacy of their ideas. Regardless of intent by the school, the outcome of this odyssey only

restricted students’ options and left their opportunity to understand issues severely limited.

It is extremely important to recognise that the school had a lot going on in the past year

and should not be expected to accommodate my club’s requests with ample consideration all the

time. The school itself nor any individual faculty member is to blame for any of my experiences.

In fact, many members of the faculty and administration expressed sympathy for my cause.

However, it is clear the priorities in modern education are not where they should be. For a club

to spend a year advocating for civil discourse and proper representation of all perspectives only

to accomplish very little is especially concerning. Especially in this overly-divided world, civil

discourse and neutrality in education is of utmost importance. We must equip students with the

tools they need to begin their venture into this world, and for that to happen, schools need to

start prioritizing balance in civil discourse.

Through all of my experiences, it has become clear that open inquiry, balanced debate,

and diversity of viewpoints is not a priority in many schools. This leaves the student population



particularly vulnerable to the great consequences of a lack of diversity of perspectives in their

school.


